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SUMMARY The Collaborative Filtering (CF) algorithms work fairly
well in personalized recommendation except in sparse data environment.
To deal with the sparsity problem, researchers either take into account
auxiliary information extracted from additional data resources, or set the
missing ratings with default values, e.g., video popularity. Nevertheless,
the former often costs high and incurs difficulty in knowledge transference
whereas the latter degrades the accuracy and coverage of recommendation
results. To our best knowledge, few literatures take advantage of users’
preference on video popularity to tackle this problem. In this paper, we
intend to enhance the performance of recommendation algorithm via the
inference of the users’ popularity preferences (PPs), especially in a sparse
data environment. We propose a scheme to aggregate users’ PPs and a
Collaborative Filtering based algorithm to make the inference of PP fea-
sible and effective from a small number of watching records. We modify
a k-Nearest-Neighbor recommendation algorithm and a Matrix Factoriza-
tion algorithm via introducing the inferred PP. Experiments on a large-scale
commercial dataset show that the modified algorithm outperforms the origi-
nal CF algorithms on both the recommendation accuracy and coverage. The
significance of improvement is significant especially with the data sparsity.
key words: user popularity preference, video recommendation, sparse data

1. Introduction

As the online video services prevail in recent years, more
and more researchers are devoted to developing recommen-
dation algorithms in order to satisfy users’ personal prefer-
ences. As predicted in report [1], the online video services,
such as Youtube [2], will account for approximately 86% of
the global consumer traffic by 2016. Driven by the invest
revenue, the providers of these video services are devoted
into providing personalized services, e.g., recommendation
system, rather than just listing the Top-N popular videos on
their home pages.

Among all recommendation algorithms, the widely
used Collaborative Filtering (CF) algorithms work quite
well except in the cases of sparse data or cold-start condi-
tions. The CF methods produce recommendations via find-
ing the like-minded users (or similar items) based on the
patterns of ratings without need for exogenous information
about either items or users [3]. As they rely totally on past
behavior of users, the recommendation accuracy degrades
largely in the sparse or cold-start situations [4]. In such
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situations, there are only a few historical ratings available,
which results in the bias of the estimation of the similarities
among users or items and in turn the bias of recommenda-
tion results.

To deal with the sparsity problems, there are basi-
cally two types of methods. One type of methods takes
into account some auxiliary information, e.g., the sound,
visual, textual or content information of videos [5]–[7] or
the attribute of users extracted from cross network [8], [9].
Another type fills the missing ratings with default val-
ues [10], [11], e.g., the average of ratings or video popu-
larity.

But these methods have their own drawbacks. The for-
mer methods require extra auxiliary information which are
costly and non-scalable. The latter methods use the average
ratings which are general instead of personal, leading to the
degradation of the recommendation performance. For ex-
ample, filling the missing ratings with the video popularity
makes the recommendation results incline towards the pop-
ular videos and degrade the personality, the coverage and
the novelty of recommendation. Moreover, such a recom-
mendation impairs the interest of the service providers as
well, as it decreases the recommendations of the videos on
the “long tail”.

In fact, a few work have noticed that users have di-
verse preferences on video popularity [12], [13], referred to
as Popularity Preference (PP) in this paper, but they have
not noticed that the awareness of the users’ PPs could help
improve the recommendation performance. Only Oh et.al.
took advantages of such preferences to improve both the ac-
curacy and the coverage of the recommendation [14]. How-
ever, they drew the PP for users with statistics of a sufficient
training dataset (the training ratio is 80% in their experi-
ment), which is not appropriate in the sparse data environ-
ment as the accuracy of the statistical PP relies on a number
of sufficient historical records.

To fill this gap, in this paper, we first propose a scheme
to aggregate users’ PPs and a Collaborative Filtering based
algorithm to make the inference of PP feasible and effective
from a small number of watching records. We then modify
a k-Nearest-Neighbor recommendation algorithm and a Ma-
trix Factorization algorithm via introducing the inferred PP.
We name the modified algorithms as Popularity Preference
Inference enhanced k-Nearest-Neighbor (PPI-NN) and Pop-
ularity Preference Inference enhanced Matrix Factorization
(PPI-MF) respectively. To evaluate the modified algorithm
performance, we conduct experiment on a large scale dataset
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from PPTV [15], one of the largest online video stream-
ing providers in China. The experiment results prove that
our PPI-NN algorithm could improve both the accuracy and
coverage of the recommendation in the sparsity situation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Sect. 2, we introduce the related work. In Sect. 3, we in-
troduce the preliminary of this work including the dataset
used in this work and the definition of user PP. In Sect. 4,
we propose the PPI-NN recommendation algorithm and in
Sect. 5 we evaluate the algorithm on our dataset. Finally, we
conclude the paper in Sect. 6.

2. Related Work

2.1 Collaborative Filtering Algorithms

Collaborative Filtering recommendation algorithms have
been well summarized in literatures [16]–[18]. They are
usually categorized into memory-based (e.g., Neighbor-
based) and model-based (e.g., Bayesian belief nets, latent
factor analysis) techniques. The model-based techniques,
especially Matrix Factorization (MF) models [19]–[21], are
popular in video systems for good scalability. The memory-
based ones based on nearest-neighbors enjoy a huge amount
of popularity for the simplicity, justifiability, efficiency and
stability [4].

The CF algorithms work well in most common recom-
mendation scenarios, but their performances degrade largely
in the sparse data environment where the rating records are
not enough.

2.2 Sparsity and Cold-Start Problem in Recommendation

Sparsity and cold-start situations [22] are common in rec-
ommendation systems, especially when there are only lim-
ited watching records for inactive users or for users at the
very beginning of a system. There are two types of main-
streaming methods to tackle with the sparsity or cold-start
problem in recommendation.

One type of the methods integrates auxiliary informa-
tion extracted from extra data sources. For example, Yan
et. al., [8], [9] introduced users’ information on Twitter into
Youtube video recommendation. Li, et.al., [7] extracted
sound and visual information of items to build a multiple
kernel SVM recommendation algorithm. Schein, et. al., [5]
developed generative probabilistic models by mixing con-
tent data with collaborative data. Roy, et. al., [6] utilized
textual information of each item as auxiliary information for
learning latent factor representations.

The other type of methods fills the missing ratings with
default values, e.g., the average of a user’s ratings or video
popularity, in order to generate recommendations with these
default ratings. For example, Xia et. al., [10] combined the
popularity and the mean rating value of item for recommen-
dations for new users. Ahn [11] combined the popularity-
class information with genre information to generate the rec-
ommendations under the sparse or cold-starting conditions.

These methods have their drawbacks. The first type
methods have to extract extra data source which is usually
expensive and is likely to lead to the difficulty of the knowl-
edge transference and associations. The second type meth-
ods might degrade users’ personal interest and the coverage
and novelty of the recommendations.

2.3 User Popularity Preference

Video popularity has been characterized and predicted in
many literature [23]–[25], but, to our best knowledge, only a
few works have studied users’ personalized popularity pref-
erences till now. In fact, users have been proved to have di-
verse PPs [12], [13]. Oh. et. al. [14] took advantages of the
statistical user PPs to help recommendations. The statistic
method, however, is likely to be biased to capture users’ PPs,
especially for the users having only quite limited records.

As far as we know, we are the first in our earlier
work [13] to propose the CF based algorithms to estimate
user PP that is more accurate than the statistic method in
other works.

3. Dataset

We introduce the dataset used for training and evaluation.
We collected a large-scale dataset from clients of PPTV,
one of the largest typical online video streaming systems in
China. The dataset collected spans from March 23rd to 28th
in 2011, including more than 10 million user watching ses-
sions, 20 thousand unique videos and 1 million users. Each
session record includes anonymous user ID, video ID, user
watching time and session start time. The watching time is
the valid playback time exclusive of the time spent on ad-
vertisement. The watching time normalized by the length of
the video watched is regarded to be the user’s interest rat-
ing towards the video. Uniformly, the rating is scaled in the
range 1 to 10.

To avoid the effects of video types on user preference,
we focus our analysis on the movie type and we do not dis-
tinguish between videos and movies hereinafter. We filter
out the sessions shorter than 30 seconds which are consid-
ered as surfing rather than purposeful watching.

We filter out the users with less than 20 records to en-
sure that we have enough data to evaluate the accuracy of
our inference algorithm. To this end, we need a users’ real
preference with the support of enough data. The threshold
of 20 is also used in [14] for the same goal.

The resulted dataset includes more than 20 thousands
of movies, 90 thousands of users and more than 2 million of
sessions.

4. Aggregation of User Popularity Preferences

Original CF algorithms make the prediction of user prefer-
ence based on the easy-to-obtained user-video ratings or be-
havior records without any extra expensive information. But
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Fig. 1 The sketches of the schemes (a) linear packing assignment and
(b) log-like packing assignment to pack videos into several bins accord-
ing to the video popularity. The videos are sorted by descending order of
popularity.

when only a few number of the ratings or records are avail-
able, the CF algorithms can hardly find the video that inter-
ests the user most, since the user-video matrix for training is
too sparse to contribute to finding the similar neighbors or
the pattern of the user’s preference.

To provide more information of user preference effec-
tively and efficiently in the sparsity situations, we propose
an aggregation scheme to identity user Popularity Prefer-
ences (PP).

We first define the popularity of a video to be the to-
tal number of the sessions referred to this video during the
measured period. In other words, the video popularity varies
with the measured period. In our dataset, the popularity dis-
tributes extremely uneven among videos, even at the short-
est measured period that contains 200 thousand of sessions
(10% of the whole dataset for training, for example).

Facing with data sparsity, we pack the videos into sev-
eral discrete ranking bins according to their popularity. In
fact, excessively fine-grained ranking is unnecessary espe-
cially for the video on the tail whose popularities are quite
the same. Moreover, the statistic of a users’ preference on
such a “fine-grained” popularity may be inaccurate, as this
popularity changes against time quite frequently and the
user is likely not been informed just at the time she was
watching the video. Instead, the assess of users’ preferences
on “coarser” popularity - measured in a packed bin granu-
larity, would be more reliable.

An extreme packing scheme is to linearly assign rank-
ing r to bin b, as illustrated in Fig. 1 (a). That is, b(r) =
round(r/bin length) where bin length is the video number
assigned in each bin, and round (x) denotes the rounded in-
teger value of x. An obvious disadvantage of this scheme
is that the click numbers distribute imbalanced extremely
between bins. As the highly-skewed popularity distribution
shown in Fig. 2, in this scheme, the first two bins will dom-
inate most of all the clicks and it hardly differentiates be-
tween users’ PPs.

Instead, we propose an efficient bin assignment
scheme inspired by the power-law-like popularity distribu-
tion shown in Fig. 2. Specifically, we assign ranking r to
bin b as b (r) = round

(
clog (r + 1)

)
, 1 ≤ b ≤ R, where c is

a parameter chosen to be 3.322 here so that the Top 1 and

Fig. 2 Popularity distribution in PPTV.

Top 2 videos, i.e., the hottest two videos, that have a huge
popularity gap can be separated into two bins, i.e., b (1) =
round

(
clog (1 + 1)

)
= 1 and b (2) = round

(
clog (2 + 1)

)
=

2. Accordingly, all the rankings are packed into 15 bins
here, i.e., R = 15. In this way, the resulted bins, as schemat-
ically illustrated in Fig. 1 (b), contain sessions much more
evenly than those in the linear assignment. Specifically,
the variance of the popularity distribution between bins in
our log-assignment scheme is 0.05 while that in the linear-
assignment scheme is 0.12.

Accordingly, we assign each user a R-dimension vector
of Popularity Preference (PP), pu =

〈
pu,1, · · ·, pu,i, · · ·, pu,R

〉
,

where pu,i denotes the proportion of the videos in bin i pref-
ered by user u. If user u has not watched any videos in bin
i, the probability pu,i = 0. For n users, we get a PP ma-
trix P of n × R dimensions where a row represents the PP
vector of a user. The resulted user-bin PP matrix is much
denser and more reliable than the original user-video rating
matrix in the sparsity situations, so that it can be used as
auxiliary information to make up the bias of traditional CF
recommendation.

Besides, our proposal to utilize user PP matrix as aux-
iliary information is practical as it does not require any extra
data sources. On the other hand, compared with the default
popularity filling schemes, the utilization of user PP is more
beneficial to meet the personal interest of the users.

5. Popularity Preference Inference Enhanced Recom-
mendation Algorithm

5.1 Problem Statement

The basic idea of our algorithm is to introduce users’ PPs
as auxiliary information into the traditional CF algorithm to
enhance the performance of the personalized recommenda-
tions for users. Formally, the proposed algorithm can be
expressed to be

r̂′u,i ← f
(
r̂u,i, pu,bin(i)

)
(1)

where, r̂′u,i denotes the final predicted rating of video i as-
signed by user u, r̂u,iis the original rating predicted by the
traditional CF algorithm, and pu,bin(i) is the user’s preference
rating to the bin of video i. f (·) is a general function, e.g.,
the average or polynomial function, that integrates the two
parts of the ratings.
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Fig. 3 The three steps in PPI-NN algorithm, including I) original rating prediction: produce (b) a
predicted rating matrix R̂u,i based on (a) the historical ratings matrix R̃u,i, II) PP rating inference: pro-
duce (d) an inferred PP matrix P̂u,bin(i) based on (c) the statistical PP matrix P̂u,bin(i), and III) rating
integration: produce (e) the integrated prediction rating matrix R̂′u,bin(i).

To make the algorithm effective as well in the face of
quite limited historical records, e.g., for the inactive users or
most users at the very beginning of a video streaming sys-
tem, recommendation more accurate, we need also an algo-
rithm to correct the statistical users’ PPs. In these cases, the
statistics of users’ PPs are likely to be biased, which would
limit the significance of our proposed algorithm. Thus, it is
necessary to propose an inference algorithm to improve the
accuracy of the users’ PPs from the observed ones.

5.2 PPI-NN/PPI-MF Algorithm

Specifically, we propose two recommendation algorithms
including the following three steps: 1) original rating pre-
diction, 2) PP rating inference, and 3) rating integration, as
illustrated in Fig. 3.

• Step I. Original rating prediction

In Step I, we predict users’ original ratings (as referred to
the matrix in Fig. 3 (b)) based on the limited historical rat-
ings (as referred to the matrix in Fig. 3 (a)) using two typical
CF algorithms, k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) and Matrix Fac-
torization (MF). The former algorithm is commonly used in
reality due to its simplicity, efficiency, and stability [4], and
the later one is good at dealing with data sparsity and per-
forms quite well in the Neflix prize.

Similar to the typical kNN algorithm, we first select k
neighbor users, Nu, who have the largest similarities with
the object user u. To this end, we apply a Pearson’s correla-
tion together with Case Amplification to measure the simi-
larity, as defined in literature [28]. This similarity metric has
been proved to outperform other typical similarity measures
like Jacarrd similarity, cosine similarity, and adjusted cosine
similarity [29].

Moreover, we refine the similarity by multiplying
the Pearson’s correlation by a Significance Weighting fac-
tor [30] to value the trust of the correlations. The Sig-

nificance Weighting factor is set to be the number of the
commonly-watched videos between users.

Then, we select k users with the largest similarities
with user u to be the neighborhood to user u. We set k to be
20 according to experiment experience. Thus, the rating is
predicted to be the weighted average rating of the neighbor
users. The weights are the similarity defined above. That is,
the rating of video i for user u, r̂u,i, is predicted to be

r̂u,i =

∑

v∈Nu,i

ωu,vr̃v,i
∑

v∈Nu,i

ωu,v
(2)

where, the Nu,i are the neighbors of user u who have watched
video i, r̃v,i is the observed rating of video i by user v and wu,v

is the similarity of the ratings between user u and v.
In term of the MF algorithm, we directly apply the typ-

ical algorithm elaborated in literature [19]. Due to the space
limit, we would not elaborate this mature algorithm which
can be referred to the literature [19].

• Step II. PP rating inference

In order to get more accurate users’ PPs (as referred to the
matrix in Fig. 3 (d) from their quite limited historical data,
we proposed a NN-based PP inference algorithm, as illus-
trated in our earlier work [13], to make up the bias of the
statistical users’ PPs (as referred to the matrix in Fig. 3 (c))).

In our PP inference algorithm, the similarity between
users is measured by the cosine similarity [3] of their PPs.
With a similarity larger than a threshold, two users will be
regarded to be neighbors of each other and the inferred PP
of user u is the weighted average of the neighbor users and
user u herself, as

p̂u,bin(i) =

∑

v∈N(p)
u,i

ω
(p)
u,v p̃v,bin(i) + p̃u,bin(i)

∑

v∈N(p)
u,i

ω
(p)
u,v + 1

(3)
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where, N(p)
u,i are the neighbors of user u who have similar PPs

with user u in the statistic of their historical records. The
similarity threshold for neighbor selection, τ, is determined
by experiment. p̃v,bin(i) is the observed PP of user v and w(p)

u,v

is the PP similarity between user u and v. For clarity, the
PP rating is linearly scaled to be in the range of (0, 10) in
according with the scale of the user-video interest rating.

Different from original kNN algorithm, the observed
PP of user u’s own is also considered in the predicted PP
and the corresponding weight w(p)

u,u is set to be 1.

• Step III. Rating integration

In Step III, we generate an integrate predicted rating as re-
ferred to the matrix in Fig. 3 (e), using the original rating in
Step I and the inferred PP rating in Step II. The integration
function f (·) in Eq. (1) can be chosen to be like polynomial
function or even complex machine learning algorithm. As
an example, we apply an weighted additive function which
is simple and interpretable. Accordingly, the integrated rat-
ing r̂′u,i is predicted to be

r̂′u,i = (1 − γ) r̂u,i + γ p̂u,bin(i) (4)

where, γ is the weight of the PP rating to be determined by
experiments. Finally, the Top-N videos sorted by the pre-
dicted ratings on descending order will be recommended to
this user.

For clarity, when the original rating in Step I is pre-
dicted by KNN and MF respectively, we name the proposed
recommendation algorithms as Popularity Preference Infer-
ence enhanced Nearest Neighbor (PPI-kNN) algorithm and
Popularity Preference Inference enhanced Matrix Factor-
ization (PPI-MF) algorithm respectively.

Even if some other alternative forms of the integration
function might make the prediction more accurate, our al-
gorithms have strengths in interpretation and computational
effect. If necessary, any other forms of function could easily
apply as well.

6. Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate our proposed Top-N recommen-
dation algorithms compared with some baseline methods in
terms of both accuracy and coverage under various recom-
mend video number.

6.1 Performance Metrics

Accuracy. We evaluate the accuracy of the algorithms by
using the metric Precision at N [27]. Precision at N for
each user is defined to be the ratio of the properly recom-
mended videos (that have been recommended and really
been watched by the user) to the recommended video num-
ber N for the user. For the whole system, we will calculate
the average precision at N for users in the system.

Coverage. As another important performance metric
related to the interest of content providers, the term coverage

can refer to several distinct properties of the system [27]. We
here define the term coverage at N to be the total number
of the videos recommended in the whole system when N
videos are recommended to each user. For clarity, we further
normalize it by the total video number in the whole system.
Obviously, the larger coverage, the more opportunities for
more videos to be shown to potential users.

6.2 Baseline Methods

We evaluate our proposed algorithms together with some
baseline methods. Besides original kNN and MF algo-
rithms which make recommendations directly depending to
the original rating in Step I, we propose the following four
baseline algorithms as well.

• Statistical Popularity Preference enhanced k-Nearest
Neighbor (SPP-kNN) recommendation algorithm. It
predicts ratings using the original ratings predicted by
KNN and the user PP ratings directly based on their
statistical history but without PP inference.

• Global Popularity Preference enhanced k-Nearest
Neighbor (GPP-kNN) recommendation algorithm. Be-
sides the original ratings predicted by KNN, it consid-
ers the users generally have the same popularity prefer-
ence. In other words, it takes into account the average
popularity preference in the global system instead of
the users’ own popularity preferences.

• Statistical Popularity Preference enhanced Matrix Fac-
torization (SPP-MF) recommendation algorithm. Sim-
ilar to SPP-kNN, it makes recommendations using the
original ratings predicted by MF and the statistical user
PP ratings without PP inference.

• Global Popularity Preference enhanced k-Nearest
Neighbor (GPP-kNN) recommendation algorithm.
Similar to GPP-kNN, besides the original ratings pre-
dicted by MF, it uses the average popularity preference
of all the users in the global system.

6.3 Experiments Settings

We randomly sample certain ratio of our dataset for train-
ing and the rest for test. To evaluate the algorithms under
diverse sparsity scenarios, we vary the proportion for train-
ing in separate experiment rounds. To address the capacity
of our algorithms in the quite early or sparse situation, we
discuss the evaluation results under the training ratio below
50% in this paper.

We first determine the optimal similarity threshold τ in
Step II to optimize the PP inference accuracy which is mea-
sured by Root Mean Square Error (RMSE). In Fig. 4, we
present the changes of the accuracy against different thresh-
old values when the training ratio is set to be 20%. As
shown, the accuracy curve fluctuates and gets highest at τ
of 0.4. Such a fluctuation is rational since a too small τ
might introduce the irrelevant information, while a too large
one could not maintain the neighborhood size big enough.
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Fig. 4 PP inference accuracy against the varying similarity threshold, τ,
in the PP rating inference.

Table 1 Optimal similarity threshold, τ, in Step II changes against train-
ing ratios.

Training Ratio (%) 5 10 20 30 40 50
τ 0.01 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

Table 2 The optimal parameter γ for the proposed PPI-kNN algorithm
and PPI-MF algorithm, together with the baseline SPP-kNN, SPP-MF,
GPP-KNN and GPP-MF, respectively changes against the training ratio.
The recommend number N is set to be 20 as an example.
������������Algorithm

Training
Ratio (%) 10 20 30 40

PPI-kNN 0.08 0.1 0.08 0.06
SPP-kNN 0.07 0.08 0.05 0.01
GPP-kNN 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001
PPI-MF 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.02
SPP-MF 0.03 0.015 0.009 0.005
GPP-MF 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001

We further list the optimal τ under different training
ratios below 50% in Table 1, while when training ratio is
above 50%, the optimal τ stays at 1. As shown, with a larger
training ratio, the optimal τ gets larger, suggesting a stricter
restriction to select the neighbors when we can get more
historical records. In our earlier work in [13], more detailed
evaluation results of the PP inference under optimal τ are
elaborated. We have proved that the proposed NN-based
PP inference algorithm outperforms the statistical methods
significantly when the training ratio is set below 48%, and
performs as well as the statistical one when the training ratio
is larger than 50%.

With the optimal τ, we have tuned the weight γ in
Eq. (5) for the proposed PPI-kNN algorithm and PPI-MF
algorithm, together with the baseline SPP-kNN, SPP-MF,
GPP-KNN and GPP-MF respectively. We vary the weight
from 0.001 to 1 in experiment rounds. A larger weight
means more significance of the improvement on the recom-
mendation accuracy could be brought by users’ popularity
preference (or the global popularity preference in the GPP-
KNN algorithm). Its optimum value changes against the
recommended video number N and the training ratio. We
list the optimum value at N of 20 in Table 2. As shown,
the weight decreases with the training ratio growing, which
means the knowledge of user PP is more useful in a more
sparse dataset.

Table 3 The average of the accuracy improvements (%) made by the
proposed algorithms, i.e., PPI-kNN and PPI-MF, over their corresponding
baseline algorithms when N varies from 10 to 200.

�������������Algorithms

Training
Ratio (%) 10 20 30 40

PPI-kNN vs. kNN 5.8 4.0 3.1 2.5
PPI-kNN vs. SPP-kNN 1.2 2.6 3.2 3.0
PPI-kNN vs. GPP-kNN 6.8 31.5 51.1 63.5
PPI-MF vs. MF 2.5 3.2 3.3 2.7
PPI-MF vs. SPP-MF 0.7 1.3 2.0 2.2
PPI-MF vs. GPP-MF 4.8 24 34 40.9

6.4 Evaluation Results

With the optimal parameters, our proposed PPI-kNN and
PPI-MF algorithms outperform all the baseline methods in
terms of the recommendation accuracy when the training ra-
tio is below 48%. They also have high coverage than the
baseline method except the GPP-kNN and GPP-MF respec-
tively.

As an example, we plot the accuracy and coverage of
the proposed algorithm, PPI-KNN, together with the base-
line algorithms, i.e., KNN, GPP-kNN and SPP-kNN, under
the training ratio of 20%. As shown in Fig. 5 (a), the PPI-
kNN algorithm has improvement over the other baseline
methods when the recommended number N changes from
10 to 200. Generally, the accuracy decreases with a lager N,
since the majority of the users actually have not viewed as
many videos as the large recommended number N. For clar-
ity, we plot the improvements of the PPI-kNN algorithm on
the baseline methods in Fig. 5 (c). On average, the accuracy
improvement achieves 2.6% over the SPP-kNN algorithm,
31.5% over the GPP-NN algorithm and 4.0% over the orig-
inal kNN algorithm.

We further list the accuracy improvements made by
the proposed PPI-kNN algorithm and the PPI-MF algorithm
over their corresponding baseline algorithms in Table 3. The
improvements change against different training ratio from
10% to 40%, while with a training ratio above 50% the base-
line algorithms except GPP-kNN and GPP-MF performs
comparable to the proposed algorithms. The results listed
are the average accuracy when N varies from 10 to 200.

As shown, the improvements change against the train-
ing ratio. With a larger training ratio, the improvement made
by the PPI-MF algorithm decreases over the original kNN
algorithm, which accords with the earlier suppose that PP
rating plays more important role in a sparser context. Pro-
vided with more training data, the original CF algorithms
is more reliable and the superiority brought by user PP is
less significant. However, compared with GPP-kNN, the
improvement gets more significant. It is rational because
with more training data the PP inference brings much more
enhancement in prediction accuracy.

Furthermore, there is also an improvement made by the
PPI-MF algorithm although it is not as large as that by PPI-
kNN algorithm under a training ratio below 50%. It may
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Fig. 5 The performances of the proposed PPI-NN algorithm and the corresponding three baseline
methods, i.e., original kNN, SPP-kNN and GPP-kNN, in terms of (a) accuracy and (b) coverage un-
der training ratio of 20%. The improvements made by the PPI-NN algorithm over the other baseline
algorithms in terms of (a) accuracy and (b) coverage.

because the original MF algorithm itself has an advantage
in face with the sparsity. However, it would not degrade
the advantages of our algorithm in dealing with the sparsity
problem.

When it comes to coverage, the PPI-KNN algorithm
outperform most of the baseline algorithms except the GPP-
kNN one, as shown in Fig. 5 (b). It may because users’ own
preferences usually concentrate on one or several popular-
ity bins, while the global preferences disperse in every bin,
so that the GPP-kNN is likely to recommend more diverse
videos.

We further present the improvement of the PPI-kNN al-
gorithm over other baseline methods in Fig. 5 (d). As shown,
the improvement over the original kNN algorithm is as sig-
nificant as around 8% at the recommended number N be-
low 20. It means that, with the knowledge of user PP, only
a few recommendations could cover more videos over the
baselines, which satisfies the interest of the providers. On
the above, the positive results prove that the knowledge of
users’ PPs could help handle with the sparsity problem in
recommendation systems in terms of both accuracy and cov-
erage, and that the accurate inference of users’ PPs brings
more significant benefit when we have only a few historical
records.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we modify two traditional CF recommendation
algorithm via introducing the inferred PP to tackle with the
sparsity problem. In the modified algorithm, we utilize the
aggregated information of user preference on video popular-
ity to make up the inaccuracy of the CF algorithms caused
by the insufficiency of the training data. To enhance the
accuracy, we propose a CF based algorithm to make the in-
ference of users’ PPs effective and efficient.

Our experiment on a large-scale dataset from PPTV

proves that, facing with the sparsity problem, the proposed
PPI-kNN algorithm and the PPI-MF algorithm could im-
prove both the recommendation accuracy and coverage. For
example, when training ratio is 20%, the accuracy improve-
ment made by PPI-kNN achieves 2.3% over the SPP-NN al-
gorithm, 34.1% over the GPP-NN algorithm and 4.3% over
the original KNN algorithm.

Different from some other typical methods that re-
quires auxiliary information from extra data, e.g., video con-
tent and users’ behavior in other applications, to deal with
the sparsity problem, our algorithm is more simple, efficient
and practical. Furthermore, compared with the default pop-
ularity filling schemes, the utilization of user PP is more
beneficial to meet the personal interest of the users.
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